
 

TMF Calls for Applications in the "Mobility for ALL" Category of the Make 

a Move Project 2024 
 

Tokyo, Japan (February 1, 2024) - Toyota Mobility Foundation (TMF) started accepting applications 

for this year in the “Mobility for ALL — Bringing the Potential of Mobility to Everyone” category of 

the Make a Move Project, an idea contest aiming to realize the practical implementation of ideas 

and solutions in society. 

 

 

Contest website: https://mobility-contest.jp/department1-2024/ 

 

Aiming to support applicants as they work towards the social implementation of their ideas, this 

contest, which started in 2022, focuses on motorsports and has been calling for ideas and solutions 

that will enable everyone, regardless of disability, to comfortably enjoy watching motorsports and 

traveling to the venues where they are held. 

 

In 2024, the seven teams of finalists from last year will be joined by new teams participating from 

this year, further expanding the community of teams competing with and helping each other. 

Additionally, for 2024, we are also accepting ideas related to watching and experiencing a wide 

range of sports other than motorsports. 

 

Teams that pass the first round of screening will be awarded a grant of up to 20 million yen to conduct 

verification tests at the Super Taikyu race to be held at Fuji Speedway on November 16-17, 2024, etc. 

(other venues will be used for other sports). To have more people participate and work together on 

the project, this year’s verification testing will be conducted not only by the teams but also by people 

with disabilities and outside experts. 

 

Additionally, TMF plans to provide further support funds to the teams selected in the final screening 

to allow them to work towards the societal implementation of their ideas. 

https://mobility-contest.jp/department1-2024/


 

 

Open Call Themes 

Mobility for ALL — Bringing the Potential of Mobility to Everyone 

Application 

period: 

February 1 — March 31, 2024 (Until 11:59 p.m. JST) 

Concept: Toward a world where everyone can be themselves.  

How can everyone enjoy watching sports, regardless of whether or not they have 

a disability? 

Award: Initial screening: Support of up to 20 million yen for selected projects (the total 

amount available is 200 million yen). 

Final screening: Support will be increased from the amount received at the initial 

screening for projects selected after verification testing at Fuji Speedway Nov 16-

17, 2024, etc. 

How to apply: Access: https://mobility-contest.jp/department1-2024/ 

Eligible 

applicants: 

Individuals and organizations (both for-profit and non-profit) from Japan and 

overseas who agree with the concepts of the contest and can pursue its activities 

together. 

 

To encourage the generation of new ideas, TMF released a video of people with visual, hearing, and 

physical disabilities visiting a race circuit (as one example of a sports venue) and sharing their 

thoughts and feelings. (https://youtu.be/BnZfkrw5DWY) 

 

Reference: 2023 contest overview (https://mobility-contest.jp/department1-2023/) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/BnZfkrw5DWY
https://mobility-contest.jp/department1-2023/


 

About the Toyota Mobility Foundation 

The Toyota Mobility Foundation (TMF) was established in August 2014 by the Toyota Motor 

Corporation (TMC) to support the development of a more mobile society in which everyone can 

move freely. The Foundation underscores TMC’s on-going commitment to continuous improvement 

and respect for people. It utilizes Toyota’s expertise and technologies to support strong mobility 

systems while eliminating disparities in mobility. TMF works in partnership with universities, 

governments, non-profits, research institutions and other organizations, creating programs that are 

aligned with the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to address mobility issues around the 

world.  

 

The project supports the following SDGs. 

 

 

 

Contact: Toyota Mobility Foundation (Teraoka)  

TEL: 070-7414-5576 Office hours: 8:30 am – 17:30 pm JST (unavailable Saturday, Sunday, and National 

holidays)  

E-mail: info@toyota-mf.org 

 

 

   


